DECL ARATION OF CHANGE
OUR MANIFESTO
It’s easy to become prisoners of our beliefs, shackled by thoughts of scarcity and a belief in
industrial-age economics. We were told there wasn’t enough to go around, and that the pie
only had so many slices. That was the old industrial age. We got trapped by insecurity and
fear, secretly thinking that to prosper meant stepping over each other on the way up.
We believe that those who will thrive in the 21st century will be those individuals who
harness that wealth of creativity, launch that idea, and free themselves from the mundane
world of replication and conformity.
We spent too long going through routines, not looking for real solutions. We let our passions
pass us by, hoping that something would crash into our lives and change our fate; never
looking inside to scratch that subtle itch, that things just aren’t as good as they might be;
never acknowledging the question, “Is this it?”
RESET Inc. inspires change through powerful images, impactful stories, purpose connections
and commerce of everyday people “resetting” themselves, their community, and the globe.

O U R VA L U E S
CORE VALUES

CORE BELIEFS

Integrity

Entrepreneurship

Education

Inspiration

To aggressively defend our values with our actions.
To disseminate, translate and provide information
that will illuminate the new currency of creativity.

Innovation

Applying radical new approaches to release
collective success.

The path to success and freedom.

Inspiration drives creativity.

Empowerment

Because it’s our responsibility.

Integration

Collaboration accelerates and broadens innovation.

Combining shared values and visions to allow the
community to build upon itself.

Leadership

Culture

Collaboration

To inspire, embody, and invest in entrepreneurship.

Inclusion of diverse cultures within the dialogue of
creativity drives global innovation.

R3THINK EVERYTHING
OUR HIGHEST CALLING...
The Fall of the American Dream:

America is and the world is a critical crossroad we are in a state of rapid changes and the future we are leaving our young
people is seriously in question. We are currently in a state of bankrupting the future, killing our environment, an education
system that is leaving us in 1 trillion dollar worth of debt, an economy where there are not enough jobs, endless wars that
are bankrupting America, a political system that have sold their souls to corporate interest and a financial system that is
rigged only making the rich richer.

The Reinvention of the American Dream:

What we found was counter to the often-charged caricature of today’s youth as “entitled” and “coddled.” Instead, we found
a vibrant and strong fixer/maker/builder culture where nearly 3 in 4 Millennials believe “our generation is starting a
movement to change old, outdated systems.” Put more broadly, if the American Dream isn't working as promised,
Millennials will take it upon themselves to create the next “version” of America.

Resetting American:

RESET is a doorway to a new world; a world where millennials are “Rethinking Everything” a world where creativity,
collaboration, and action-takers are our fundamental resources to shape the future. At RESET, we celebrate leaders,
artists, activists and entrepreneurs whose vision capitalizes on creativity, technology, and radical collaboration to “reset”
and create an abundant future for each other and our children.

Young people’s sense that America needs a moral rebirth is not just economic.

R3SET: THE BRAND
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THE POWER OF

R3SET YOURSELF - R3SET YOUR COMMUNITY - R3SET YOUR WORLD

1) Ubuntu Principle: Past/Present/Now
When we act upon deeply feeling a sense of being connected to others by our common humanity,
when we truly regard self and other as one, when we cherish human dignity, all of our relationships
and the level of our behaviors and actions are raised to a higher plane.

2) Multi Collaborative Organization
A Multi-Collaborative Organizational Partnership is when two or more companies along with the
individual people involved want to collaborate on a multi-project organization that will have
simultaneous goals within its own decision making and multiple organizational structures.

3) Triple Bottom Line
In the United States, a benefit corporation is a type of for-profit corporate entity, authorized by
33 U.S. states and the District of Columbia that includes positive impact on society, workers, the
community and the environment in addition to profit as its legally defined goals.

WHO WE ARE
R3SET AS A MOVEMENT:
The R3SET movement is about forgoing what is and imagining what could be. It is about
pursuing new exciting possibilities for ourselves,our communities, and our society.

R3SET AS A MEMBERSHIP BASED COMMUNIT Y:
Resetters use their passions,their creativity, and their imagination to create a better world.
They are the community activists, the impact driven entrepreneurs, the disenfranchised creatives
who, in a world of conformity, choose to think differently and stand out.

R3SET AS AN INTERACTIVE PL ATFORM:
R3SET as a platform accelerates the success of our members with the best by curated products,
courses, and community engagement ,with Media : inspiring you through awesome stories of
people doing their own personal reset and Through Education we empower your purpose, with
Events we are able to build community and purposeful connection with your customer/members,
and with Technology we are able to scale our mission.

Our Mission is to be able to invest not only in yourself, but in your own values
and in your beliefs.

WHAT IS THE R3SET?
THE SOLUTION
#R3SET is a curated, purpose-driven platform business comprising of media, education, technology,
events and commerce designed to connect socially responsible businesses with conscious consumers
in a deeply meaningful way.
It is a member-owned platform designed to inspire, empower, and connects like-minded
dreammakers, disrupters, changemakers, and impact entrepreneurs under a unified vision.
R3SET mission is to provide a more fulfilling buying experience by empowering people to align
their consumer practices with their values, thereby encouraging regenerative and sustainable
commerce in a scalable way.

R3SET: WHAT WE WANT?
R3SET wants to be both a problem solver and a connector between with our members.
R3SET wants at the core to share new innovative ideas with our membership community.
R3SET wants to design impactful strategies rethinking new approaches to existing issues.

Being a critic has become contagious
in our society, and it doesn’t push
anything forward.

R3SET 2020: THE SHIFT
If “Generation Innovation” is any indication – with the economy as their battle,
technology as their arsenal, and innovation/creativity as their rallying cry.
- Millennials’ ultimate victory will be, we have absolutely no doubt, quite something
to celebrate.
Millennials are a force to be reckoned with. They’re slowly taking over the workplace, as well as
the consumer and media markets.

THE REINVENTION OF THE AMERICAN DREAM

What we found was counter to the often-charged caricature of today’s youth as “entitled” &
“coddled.” Instead, we found a vibrant and strong fixer/maker/builder culture where nearly
3 in 4 Millennials believe “our generation is starting a movement to change old, outdated
systems.” Put more broadly, if the American Dream isn't working as promised, Millennials
will take it upon themselves to create the next “version” of America.

CREATIVE POWER:

When asked "what word best defines the DNA of your generation?” the number one response
was "Creative" and number two “Self-expressive.” A full 70% of Millennials in the study agreed
"Creativity will save us!”

POLITICAL POWER:

The core of Sanders' supporters have made it clear that what they want in 2016 isn't just "change”
-- but a radical transformation. His voters wants a new system -- where billionaires can't buy
elections, where big banks aren't "too big to fail," and where a living wage and universal-health
-care-for-all are fundamental human rights. They want change because they believe America is
rigged for the wealthy.

ECONOMIC POWER:

The 7 Trillion Dollar wealth transfer: Forbes Magazine says by the year 2020 millennials will
experience the greatest wealth transfer in American history.200 billion dollars in buying power.

SELF POWER:

In 2015, 94% of millennials reported making personal improvement commitments (compared
with 84% of Boomers and 81% of Gen Xers). And we’re willing to pay the price: While Boomers
said they’d spend an average of $152 a month on self-improvement, millennials anticipated
spending nearly twice that—though our average income is half as much. Our strategies range
from new workout regimes and diet plans to life coaching, therapy and apps designed to improve
wellbeing.

OUR TARGET
AUDIENCE
AND WHY
R3SET CULTURE:

The RESET movement is about forgoing what is and imagining what could be. It is about pursuing
new exciting possibilities for ourselves,our communities, and our society. Resetters use their
passions,their creativity, and their imagination to create a better world.
They are the community activists, the impact driven entrepreneurs, the disenfranchised creatives
who, in a world of conformity, choose to think differently and stand out.

RESETTERS BELIEVE IN:

· Using radical collaboration to solve global problems
· Cultivating and empowering creative leaders
· Universal equality and social justice
· Supporting their communities through action
· Changing perspectives One Story at a time
· Progress and freedom through creativity

SELF

DEVELOPMENT POWER:

In 2015, 94% of millennials reported making personal improvement commitments
(compared with 84% of Boomers and 81% of Gen Xers). And we’re willing to pay the price:
While Boomers said they’d spend an average of $152 a month on self-improvement, millennials
anticipated spending nearly twice that—though our average income is half as much. Our
strategies range from new workout regimes and diet plans to life coaching, therapy and apps
designed to improve wellbeing.

PL ATFORM BUSINESS MODEL DEFINED:
A platform is a business based on enabling valuecreating interactions between external producers
and consumers. The Platforms overarching purpose
is to: to consummate matches among users and
facilitate the exchange of goods, services, or social
currency, thereby enabling value creation for all
participants.

AGENCY
We use integrated sponsorships, advertising programs, and collaborative
partnerships to maximize your resources and optimize the return on your
investment. By assessing your outcomes with our award winning consulting
and brand visioning process we create a strategy customized to your needs.
We then plug you into to our interfacing media platforms.

R3SET ECOSYSTEM
HOW IT BENEFITS YOU?
We share your message through our media platforms creating
multiple opportunities for your brand to connect with our audiences.
We created an innovative strategy called Communication Integration.
We refer to it as your Brand Communication Ecosystem. We use
integrated sponsorships, advertising programs, and collaborative
partnerships to maximize your resources and optimize the return on
your investment. By assessing your outcomes with our award winning
consulting and brand visioning process we create a strategy customized
to your needs. We then plug you into to our interfacing media platforms.

THE ECOSYSTEM
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YOUR
COMPANY
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1- R3SET AGENCY: Visioning and Collaboration
-Onboard New Member
-Welcome Packet
-Discover your need
-Find out your goals
-Develop your Media Strategy
2- RESET PR: The Launch
-Determine your PR needs
-Formulate Press Release
-Deploy to Media Partners and Outlets
3- RESET MEDIA: Share Your Story
NewsLetter: Introduce you to our network
-Feature New Members in Newsletter
-Distribute to Members and to Directory
R3SET Live: Learn about you and your product
-Schedule Appearance on Rest Live Show
-Market with Digital Advertising and
through our Facebook Group
-Repackage for Podcast
-Distribute through our Media Partners
R3SET Digital Magazine; Share your story ...Change the Word
-Sponsored Content
-Native Ads
-Short or Long form Article or Video Content
-Discounted Advertising Opportunities
4- R3SET EVENTS:
Networking/Building Community/Sell Products
-Reset Thursday
-Reset Week
-Equarox
5- R3SET PRINT MAGAZINE:
4 Special Editions Magazine to Sell Products and Services
-Advertorial
-Special Feature Article
-Product Advertising Opportunities
-R3SET Directory Listing
6- R3SET Academy:
Personal Development Services for Members
-Educational Programs
-Online Courses
-Webinars
-Book/Ebooks
7- R3SET ECOMMERCE; Sell Products and Services
El3VATE: Online Ecommerce to sell products
-Conscious Products for members

OPTIMIZE YOUR MEMBERSHIP WITH R3SET
THE R3SET AGENCY;
Team R3SET partnership leverages our presence to 20 years of branding, marketing,
and launching the brands of over 100 business, organizations and artist. in the areas
of fashion, art, music, entertainment and entrepreneurship. We are a unique agency
with an focus and expertise in branding, interactive strategies by connecting you to
other members within team R3SET Agency that will help you achieve your goals.
At the R3SET Creative Agency, we understand that you are not just artists, you’re
are also entrepreneurs dreaming to leverage your brand for success. We have
positioned our services to catapult your career into this highly digital interactive
and social media world.
The R3SET Creative agency is an award winning agency with a Masterpiece Award
in design and communications. Our clients have appeared on the covers of award
winning magazines, television host, celebrity entrepreneurs, brand ad campaigns,
commercials/webisodes, music videos, fashion ad campaigns, exclusive runway shows,
political campaigns and more…
We take a 360 degree approach to your success because we are not just and agency
we own the media platform by which will launch your brand. Hows that for innovation.
It time for you to R3SET !!!!

Our Clients
Argosy Casino
Success Magazine
Club Release Brand Interactive
Harrahs Casino
White House BLack Market
M e n’ s We a r h o u s e
Superior Lexus
Harrahs Casino
Seven Model Management
Susan G Komen Foundation
Carter Broadcast Group
Cummulus Media

R3SET MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
WE SHARE YOUR MESSAGE THROUGH OUR MEDIA PL ATFORMS CREATING
MULTIPLE OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUR BRAND TO CONNECT WITH OUR AUDIENCES.

CONTRACT REVIEWLaunching in 2018, and how it impacts you over the next 6 months:
· Newsletter
· Reset Live Show
· Podcast
· Video Content
· Article Development for Digital Magazine
· R3SET Agency Consulting
· Digital Magazine
· R3SET Academy: Launch of Rewrite or Program Theory

CONTENT BENEFITS

• TELL YOUR STORY ABOUT YOUR PRODUCT
• DISCOUNTED ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
• SELL PRODUCTS ON THE ECOMMERCE PLATFORM
• PRODUCT BRAND POSITIONING AT EVENTS
• CUSTOMIZED AD CAMPAIGNS
SERVICES BENEFITS
- Membership Directory to market services
- Market services on digital, print and event platforms
- Trade and receive discount on member services
- Sell your services through the Creative Agency

PARTNERSHIP BENEFITS
- AFFILIATE PROGRAM OPPORTUNITIES TO OUR MEMBERS
- PARTNERSHIP AND COLLABORATION ON SPECIAL PROJECT PROMOTIONS

RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR 2018

C A L E N D A R

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

Reset Live Show launches

A weekly news magazine “rethinking everything” from media , culture, business and politics.
The Power of Millennials and their influence and impact now and the future.

What would you R3SET Video Promotional Campaign.

A guerilla promotional campaign speaking directly to millennials about:
What they would Reset/ Maybe it is time we listen.

Rethink Your brand: Join our Facebook Community:

First ever member owned media platform how it works , why it exist and how you can build
your brand through our interactive ecosystem

JULY
Breaking the Chains/The Money Issue
The Money Issue: Redefining Wealth in the 21st century.
Reset will feature stories of Millennials “broke the chain” of
the the W2 in exchange for Economic Freedom.

AUGUST

Education Nation
Rethinking Learning: Reset will be looking forward to the
future featuring new models and innovations in education
that are changing the game.

SEPTEMBER
Equarox/ Equality Rocks

Beyond Diversity:A celebration of Human Rights and
Social Justice, Millennials who are disrupting and use their
creativity to build a just and more equitable society.

OCTOBER
R3SET 2020

The Leadership Issue: Get off you ass and make a difference:
Millennials Power and Influence - 100 most influential
Resetters across the globe.

#R3SET’s interactive media
platform turns your brand
content into culture, lifestyle,
and entertainment.”

MAY

Over Grow Government

Getting back to the basics of our grandparents. Reset will
feature stories on the resurgence of going green, growing
your own food and embracing “The Green Gold Rush” the
legalization of cannabis and how you can tap into this new
wealth opportunity.

JUNE

Star Frequency

Music, Moguls and Movements. This is our annual music edition.
We will feature music artist who through the power of the
internet and armed with fierce creativity are paving the way
for the next generation of music, driving their passion, and
making profit.

NOVEMBER
Give Life to Art

The Creative Goldrush: Art and Creative Entrepreneurship:
How you can use your creative power to thrive in the 21st
Century. Adobe report on the State of Creativity.

DECEMBER

EL3VATE your Holiday Shopping

Holiday Shopping Edition: Shop and make an Impact:
Top products you can feel good about sharing this season

R 3 S E T

L IVE

The R3SET Live is a Newz/Entertainment Magazine show on discussion topics of all things that
you will need to help us thrive in the 21st Century. Reset Live is the voice of Millennials a generation
who is making their own rules and doing it there own way. It is about leveraging our collective power
to make the future we want.

R3SET Live News/Entertainment Magazine

P a trick Da n a hey

C hris Fern

Devin She a

J o hn Edward Lewi s

Of Reaction Lifestyle

C E O of Mi nd ful Money

CEO High Impact / Disrupter
Creative / Human Optimizer

CEO Award Winning Publisher
Thought Leader / Impact Investor

and Human Optimizer

Simple Business Solution Technologies

-ENLIGHTENING RESEARCH
-HOT TOPICS
-LIVE GUEST INTERVIEWS
-IN DEPTH DISCUSSION
-THOUGHT LEADER REVIEWS

WHen

FEATURING

hosted by

"R3SET Live is the voice of Millennials a generation who is making their own rules and doing it their own way"

Live Episodes
Every Thursday.
Exclusively on Facebook & Youtube

1 pm- 2 pm EST.

E L 3 VAT E
MARKETPLACE

E L 3 VAT E : O N L I N E E C O M M E R C E
TO SELL PRODUCTS CONSCIOUS

PRODUCTS FOR MEMBERS

